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Why 2 hours to learn how to use a search engine??
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What we will discuss today 

Citations, references, bibliography, and all that

What is an academic search engine

What is a Google Scholar profile 

How to use Google Scholar proficiently

Other similar tools (Web of Science, Baidu Research, Microsoft Academic)

Many examples
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Citations, references, bibliography, and all that
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Citations, references, bibliography, and all that

Citations References/Bibliography
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Citations, references, bibliography and all that
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Why citations matter

• References provide context, give credit, help the reader, make a paper complete

• Citation count shows, in most cases, the impact of a paper

• You should search very carefully and even do it for fun!

• This is the way to learn your field (not only from textbooks and classes)

• Do not only dig deeper into your specific project but learn how to branch out

by Bernard of Chartres
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What is an academic search engine?

An academic search engine indexes the full text 
or metadata of scholarly literature across an 
array of publishing formats and disciplines.

Publishing formats

• Journal and newspaper articles
• Books
• Conference proceedings
• Reports
• Government and legal publications
• Patents
• …

Disciplines

• Physics
• Biology
• Mathematics
• Computer Science
• Economics
• Medicine
• …
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What is an academic search engine?

It is a database of scientific literature
AND

an online tool to search and access this database.
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What is an academic search engine?

Write one word and get results
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What is Google Scholar

https://www.wired.com/2014/10/the-gentleman-who-made-scholar/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/google-scholar-pioneer-reflects-on-the-academic-search-engine-s-future/

Anurag Acharya Alex Verstak
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What you can do

1. Search for journal articles

2. Build (and search) libraries

3. Set up alerts

4. Export citations

https://paperpile.com/g/google-scholar-guide/ (a good resource)
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What you can do
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What you can search for (Author name)

• Can you search in other languages
• Can you search for Chinese author names
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What you can search for (Author name)
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What you can search for
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What you can search for

Search term in bold SourceScholar profiles underlined

Save in library Export citation
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What information clicking an article provides
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What information clicking an article provides
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Cite
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Cite
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Cite
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Citation count
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How a Google Scholar profile looks like
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What h- and i10-index are

h-index (or h-factor) is equal to h
If someone has at most h papers with more than h citations

i10-index is equal to i

If someone has i papers with more than 10 citations.
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How a Google Scholar profile looks

h-index (or h-factor) is equal to h
If someone has at most h papers with more than h citations

i10-index is equal to i

If someone has i papers with more than 10 citations.

Note: People tend to stop citing classic papers (Einstein, Feynman, Maxwell) so citation is not always a safe 
criterion. (This is not a limitation of Google scholar) 26



How a Google Scholar profile looks
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How a Google Scholar profile looks
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Discover and be discovered

Make a profile so people can find you (be discovered)

Search research and researchers (discover)
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What you can search for (keyword, title, etc)
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What you can do (Alerts)

• Topics
• Authors

• Recommended articles
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What you can do (Advanced metrics)

h5-index is the h-index for articles 

published in the last 5 complete years
h5-median for a publication is the median 

number of citations for the h5-index articles

Note: Google Scholar does not give, at the moment, Impact Factors (IF)
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What you can do (Advanced metrics)

h5-index is the h-index for articles 

published in the last 5 complete years
h5-median for a publication is the median 

number of citations for the h5-index articles

Note: Google Scholar does not give, at the moment, Impact Factors (IF)
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What you can do (My library)

Papers that I cited or added in my library manually 
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What you can do

Believe me there are many ☺
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What you can do (Universities)
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Improving search interface
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Advanced search
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Advanced search (Search operators)
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How do I search by author?

Use the "author:" operator, e.g., author:"d knuth" or author:"donald e knuth".

How do I search by title?

Put the paper's title in quotations: "A History of the China Sea".

https://southern.libguides.com/google/boolean
https://library.law.yale.edu/news/google-scholar-searching-10-ways-avoid-retrieving-millions-hits

https://southern.libguides.com/google/boolean
https://library.law.yale.edu/news/google-scholar-searching-10-ways-avoid-retrieving-millions-hits


Advanced search (Search operators)
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Advanced search (Search operators)
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agrawal -[book]

Get answers for Agrawal 
without [book]



What you can do (Other languages)
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Searching for patents

• I assume it is better for US Patents.

• Patents in most cases do not have great titles for legal reasons. 

• I do not think you can give the right credit to people only by using the Patent tool 
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Why do not I use just Google?
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Why do not I use just Google?
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Why do not I use just Google?
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Why do not I use just Google?
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Why do not I use just Google Scholar?
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Why do not I use just Google Scholar?
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Comparison with other similar tools (Google Scholar)

Microsoft Academic (take a look as well) 
https://academic.microsoft.com/home (give it a try, it seems very convenient for us here)
Microsoft Scholar 

Two slides for the Microsoft Academic
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Other similar tools (Microsoft Academic)

https://academic.microsoft.com/home (give it a try, it seems very convenient)

Two slides for the Microsoft Academic
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Other similar tools (Baidu Research)
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Other similar tools (Web of Science)
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Limitations
➢ It tends to give more citations than the industry standard that is Web of Science

➢ Counts in the citations not only articles but also books

➢ Does not go very far in the past

➢ Google Scholar just crawls the web

➢ Lack of an API

➢ Mostly results are in English Language

➢ DOIs not included

➢ Highly cited papers appear in top positions they gain more citations (Matthew effect)

➢ You cannot know which databases Google Scholar uses to find its search results.

➢ Some results (personal web pages, etc.) may not be traditionally-defined scholarship.

➢ Google Scholar includes some predatory journals

➢ Vulnerability to spam
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Google Scholar in the future

What features would you like to see in the future?
We are very good at helping people to find the articles they are looking for and can 
describe. But the next big thing we would like to do is to get you the articles that you 
need, but that you don’t know to search for. Can we make serendipity easier? How can 
we help everyone to operate at the research frontier without them having to scan over 
hundreds of papers — a very inefficient way of finding things — and do nothing else all 
day long?
I don’t know how we will make this happen. We have some initial efforts on this (such as 
the recommendations engine), but it is far from what it needs to be. There is an inherent 
problem to giving you information that you weren’t actively searching for. It has to be 
relevant — so that we are not wasting your time — but not too relevant, because you 
already know about those articles. And it has to avoid short-term interests that come 
and go: you look up something but you don’t want to get spammed about it for the rest 
of your life. I don’t think getting our users to ‘train’ a recommendations model will work 
— that is too much effort. 55



Give credit where credit is due

by Bernard of Chartres

et al.
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Any questions?
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Try it yourself

• Make a profile
• Set-up alerts

• Add items in the library
• Search for an article
• Search for a topic
• Explore a profile

• Search within a time range
• Export citation to BibTeX format

• Search Microsoft Academic (https://academic.microsoft.com/home)
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